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Abstract—Good user interface (UI) design is key to successful
mobile apps. UI latency, which can be considered as the time
between the commencement of a UI operation and its intended
UI update, is a critical consideration for app developers. Current
literature still lacks a comprehensive study on how much UI
latency a user can tolerate or how to identify UI design defects
that cause intolerably long UI latency. As a result, bad UI
apps are still common in app markets, leading to extensive user
complaints. This paper examines user expectations of UI latency,
and develops a tool to pinpoint intolerable UI latency in Android
apps. To this end, we design an app to conduct a user survey
of app UI latency. Through the survey, we ﬁnd the tendency
between user patience and UI latency. Therefore a timely screen
update (e.g., loading animations) is critical to heavy-weighted
UI operations (i.e. those that incur a long execution time before
the ﬁnal UI update is available). We then design a tool that, by
monitoring the UI inputs and updates, can detect apps that do
not follow this criterion. The survey and the tool are open-source
released on-line. We also apply the tool to many real-world apps.
The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the tool in combating
app UI design defects.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Rapid user interface (UI) responsiveness is a critical factor
in the software quality of mobile apps. Apps with poor UI
responsiveness lead to many user complaints [1]. Such performance defects are threat to software reliability [2], [3], [4].
Figure 1 presents two examples of user complaints on Google
Play, a popular Android app market. Users give the app a low
rating due to its poor responsiveness. Users may also have
different expectations about UI latency (i.e., the time between
the commencement of a user operation and the corresponding
UI update) in different UI operations. As suggested by the
comments shown in Figure 1a, users “hate longer waiting than
expected waiting time.” Achieving rapid UI responsiveness and
designing better UIs to boost user patience have long been
goals of both the academic and industrial communities [5].
The key to user satisfaction with UI responsiveness is
to offer timely UI feedback (e.g., showing an animation
to indicate a background task is being conducted) on user
operations [6]. It is widely accepted that mobile devices may
not be able to immediately complete all of the tasks intended
by a UI operation due to resource limitations. For example,
operations that involve loading Internet resources or accessing
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Latest update is okay, but still horrible It
seems that you can't revert it back to
last version, but that okay. One problem
is loading... I hate longer waiting than
expected waiting time. Even, I keep
touch somewhere and no response for
5 or 10 seconds. That's LAGGY. Period.
Try again... I love this game so much.

I haven't had any problems until
the last update. Now everything's
super laggy all of a sudden. And
now, on top of being laggy, all of
my rubies are gone. I'm not impressed.

(a) Rates 3 vs. avg. rating 4.4

(b) Rating 2 vs. avg. rating 4.3

Fig. 1: Examples of user ratings and comments about bad UI
responsiveness

remote databases are types of “heavy-weighted” operations
that require long waits before they are complete. In such cases,
it is necessary to provide quick UI feedback to the user to let
her know that the operation is being processed.
However, designing such feedback for every possible heavyweighted UI operations requires a daunting amount of development effort. Moreover, developers generally have no idea on
the latency on each UI operation. Without a comprehensive
performance test and a handy tool to record UI latency,
developers may neglect potential heavy-weighted operations.
We consider operations that may require a long execution
time without offering quick UI feedback as poor-responsive
operations. Poor-responsive operations, as software design
defects, should be detected before an app is released to
limit their inﬂuence on user experience. However, there are
currently no methods for detecting such defects. First, there is
no comprehensive understanding of what degree of UI latency
(i.e., latency threshold) leads to poor-responsive operations.
The Android framework expects Android apps to be responsive
in 5 seconds, otherwise it produces an “Application Not
Responding (ANR)” alert [7]. Therefore, 5 seconds can be
viewed as a loose upper bound for the latency threshold
of poor-responsive operations. Alternatively, Google suggests
that 200 ms as a general threshold beyond which users will
perceive slowness in an application [7]. Therefore, 200 ms
can be viewed as a lower bound for the latency threshold of
poor-responsive operations. However, how much UI latency a
typical user can really tolerate remains unknown, this information is a prerequisite for detecting poor-responsive operations.
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Second, currently there is no tool that can detect poorresponsive operations during an app test run. The ofﬁcial
tool StrictMode [8] or other tools like Asynchronizer [9] can
detect operations that block the UI thread, but they cannot
detect non-blocking operations that incur long UI latency. The
ofﬁcial performance diagnosing tools Method Tracing (and
TraceView) cannot correlate operations with UI updates [10].
Other performance diagnosis tools such as Panappticon [11]
also cannot capture the performance of UI feedback while a
UI operation is being processed.
Hence, a tool that can detect poor-responsive operations
during an app test run is necessary to combat poor UI
responsiveness. In this paper, we ﬁrst provide a threshold
for classifying poor-responsive operations based on a realworld user study. Moreover, we observe that Android apps
generally use a unique pattern when conducting UI updates.
Speciﬁcally, although Android has a complicated procedure for
conducting UI updates that involves diverse components, we
ﬁnd that every app uses a similar communication pattern based
on a speciﬁc system process of Android when it conducts UI
updates. Therefore, we can design a tool to track such patterns
and detect poor-responsive operations.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
1) We conduct a real-world user study via a comprehensive
survey. Where we ﬁnd many insights on the user experiences and the UI latency. We thus ﬁnd a reasonable
threshold to detecting poor-responsive operations.
2) A handy tool, called Pretect (Poor-Responsive UI
Detection in Android Applications), is implemented and
open-source released [12]. The tool aims at detecting
poor-responsive operations. We use the tool to ﬁnd many
UI design defects in many real-world Android apps.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
motivates the work by introducing an example of common program defect that causes poor-responsive operations. Section III
presents our study on the relationship between user patience
and operations delay levels, which also provides the motivation
for developing our new tool. Sections IV and V illustrate the
framework design and implementation of our tool. Section VI
uses case studies to demonstrate the correctness and effectiveness of the tool. Section VII provides some discussions on
the tool design considerations. Section VIII discusses related
work. Finally, Section IX concludes this paper.
II. M OTIVATION
Android has unique UI design patterns. The main thread
of an app is the sole thread that handles the UI-related
operations [13], such as processing user inputs and displaying
UI components (e.g., buttons and images). When a valid
user input (i.e., a UI event) comes, the main thread invokes
the corresponding UI event procedure, i.e., the codes that
handle the UI event. However, some UI event procedures may
be time-consuming; for example, a procedure may involve
downloading a large ﬁle from the Internet. Android prevents
such procedures from blocking the main thread, i.e., unable to

privateclassImageDownloaderextendsAsyncTask<String,Void,Bitmap>{
protectedBitmapdoInBackground(String...urls){
returndownloadBitmap(urls[0]);
}
protectedvoidonPostExecute(Bitmapresult){
imageView.setImageBitmap(result);
}
}

Fig. 2: Screenshot and related source code of a simple gallery

respond to other user operations, by introducing the Application Not Responding (ANR) [14] mechanism.
Commonly, Android apps conduct heavy tasks in an asynchronous manner so as not to block the UI thread. More
speciﬁcally, when accepting a user operation, an app will start
executing time-consuming tasks asynchronously in threads
other than the main thread. Once the asynchronous task is
ﬁnished, there is usually a callback to the main thread to
update the UI accordingly [13].
The UI responsiveness is poor if the asynchronous task
takes a long time to execute and there is no feedback (e.g., no
loading animation) during its execution. Providing no feedback
to users is a common mistake of developers. Figure 2 shows
a simple gallery design and the source code of its core
functionality. The ImageDownloader task downloads the
image with the given URL and then updates the imageView.
Although such functionality is trivial, it contains a defect
that may lead to slow UI responsiveness. When the image
is large, or the Internet connection is poor (e.g., on a cellular
network), the user has to wait a long time before the image
is loaded. The app provides no feedback during this waiting
period. The user may be uncertain whether she has successfully touched the “next” sign shown in Figure 2. A better
design for this case is showing the progress of loading with
onProgressUpdate function or displaying an instance of
ProgressBar/ProgressDialog.
Although Google has offered some responsive Android
widgets such as SwipeRefreshLayout, in most cases,
they only provide suggestions for improving responsive UI
design (e.g., showing the progress of background work using
a ProgressBar) [14]. In next section, we present a user study
that shows how poor-responsive UI design hurts an app.
III. U SER STUDY
Unlike traditional PC apps, mobile apps are usually executed in an exclusive manner. Users generally do not switch
their focus to other windows while an app is being used.
Therefore, users tend to be more impatient with delays in
mobile apps. This effect is not studied before, thus we design
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TABLE I: Patience measurement under different delay levels
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TABLE II: Pairwise patience measurement comparisons on
different delay levels
  
/

Fig. 3: Screen shot of survey app
a user study to reveal it. The study is available online [12].
Our study examines the relationship between UI latency and
user patience. The results can guide the design of our tool.
We implement a mobile app with different delay levels by
force sleeping and collect user feedback. The feedback reveals
user tolerance under different delay levels. The app interacts
with the users using common multimedia (e.g., video, audio,
microphone, etc.). The app requests user interaction (e.g.,
clicking buttons) before it continues to the next page (i.e., an
Android activity). A designed delay is attached to each user
interaction. A sample page of the app is shown in Figure 3.
After running the app with a designed procedure, we ask the
subjects to rate 1-9 for UI responsiveness, their patience (e.g.,
rate 1 for user impatient, 9 for user patient) and their free-text
feedback on their experience of using the app. The statistical
analysis of the ratings show the trends in user patience.
A. Test settings
In the study, we set three delay levels: 200 ms, 500 ms, and
2 seconds. As it is hard for a single user to rate fairly each
separate operation with a different delay, we use a betweensubject design [15], [16]. Thus, each user has one assigned
delay level throughout the test and rates the app’s overall
performance; then the rates are compared between the sets
of similar users.
The parameter settings are chosen based on the previous
study of Johnson [6]; 200 ms is the editorial “window” for
events that reach user consciousness, 500 ms is the attentional
“blink” (inattentiveness to other objects) following recognition
of an object, and 2 seconds is the maximum duration of a
silent gap between turns in person-to-person conversation [6].
Google suggests 100 to 200 ms as the threshold at which users
will perceive slowness in an application [7].
We take the following measures to address possible threats
to the validity of our user study. 1) Subjects do not rate
objectively if they know the purpose of the study. Therefore,
we design more questions than required to hide our purpose.
We ask the subjects to rate for about ten common questionnaire
questions (e.g., [17], [18], [19]), only two of which are related
to user patience. We also ask the subjects their understanding
on the purpose of the study. The results verify that the subjects
are unaware of our real purpose. 2) The ability to learn a new
app varies among subjects. To remove this effect, we conduct
a practice before the study, but do not include the results of
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the practice in our analysis. 3) Internet delays are a common
source of delay [2], [20], which can make subjects impatient.
Therefore, to avoid introducing extra Internet delays, our tests
are all conducted on local area networks.
B. Results
We collect 116 valid replies. All of the subjects are college
students between the ages of 20 and 27. We ﬁrst collect the
user feedback to get a general impression of user patience.
Then we utilize SPSS tool for a detailed statistical analysis
of the rating scores.
The written user feedback gives a general impression of
the variation in user patience. Under the 200 ms delay condition, the subjects seldom complain about the responsiveness,
whereas under the 500 ms delay condition, there are many
complaints. For example, “very slow response”, “Lagged
response”, “poor performance and UI”, “very irresponsive”,
“It really responds slowly”, etc. When the UI delay reaches
2 seconds, most subjects complain about the responsiveness,
and some even become angry. For example, “slow as f**k”,
“too lag to use”, “seriously, it is irresponsive”, “extremely
irrsponsive!”, etc. We can already see a relationship between
user patience and UI responsiveness. We resort to statistical
analysis for a more detailed understanding of the relationship.
To increase the reliability of the test, we ask questions about
both UI responsiveness and user patience. The statistical analysis demonstrates that the ratings of perceived responsiveness
and participants’ patience are highly correlated, with a .75
Pearson correlation value (signiﬁcant at p < .01). Therefore,
we average the two ratings as a single patience measurement.
The patience measurement shows a clear negative relationship with the delay level. The descending trend in the
ratings with the delay levels can be instantly observed in
the mean and standard deviation values in Table I: 200 ms
(M = 5.59, SD = 2.14), 500 ms (M = 4.68, SD = 1.80),
and 2000 ms (M = 4.24, SD = 2.43). The between-subjects
test shows that the differences in the measurements are significant with F (2, 113) = 4.00 under signiﬁcance level ≈ 0.021.
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Further pairwise comparisons between different delay levels,
shown in Table II, reveal that users perceive a great difference
between 200 ms and 2000 ms delay (Mean diff = 1.35, SD
Error = 0.48, Sig = 0.01). Users’ impatience also increases
between 200 ms and 500 ms delay with a marginal signiﬁcance
(Mean diff = 0.92, SD Error = 0.50, Sig = 0.07). However,
the 500 ms and 2000 ms delays do not provoke signiﬁcantly
different levels of impatience (Sig > 1).
The results suggest that 1) mobile users are impatient and
sensitive to delays and 2) the developers should be careful
about operations with delays larger than 500 ms.
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IV. OVERALL FRAMEWORK FOR POOR - RESPONSIVE UI
DETECTION



Fig. 4: Detecting poor-responsive operations

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the UI design problem
of our interest. Then, we propose a workﬂow to solve the
problem. Finally, we consider how our tool ﬁts within the
execution ﬂow.
A. Problem Speciﬁcation
As mentioned in Section II, the Android framework is
specially tailored to suit the UI-driven requirements of Android
apps. Developers try to keep apps responsive. A common
practice when processing long-term operations is to provide
a loading bar/circle animation as feedback to users. However,
it requires daunting human efforts to design feedback for every
possible heavy-weighted operation. In practice, developers
only notice extremely long-term operations that may trigger
ANR. However, our user study shows that a 500 ms delay is
already long enough for users to perceive bad UI design.
To facilitate the following discussions, we deﬁne several
terms related to UI design.
Deﬁnition 1 (Operation feedback). A screen update that is
triggered after receiving a user operation (i.e., a button click).
Deﬁnition 2 (Feedback delay). The latency between a UI
operation and the ﬁrst UI update that it triggers.
Deﬁnition 3 (Poor-responsive operations). A UI operation
is poor-responsive if its feedback delay is not less than a
threshold T.
In this work, we aim at detecting poor-responsive operations
with feedback that takes longer than T . The UI feedback
should be given as soon as the input event is accepted, but
not until the event has ﬁnished processing. The feedback can
reassure users that their input being processed by the app.
Without timely feedback, users are unsure whether their operations have been accepted or the touch screen is insensible.
As a result, they become impatient.
B. Proposed Execution Flow
We propose an execution ﬂow, shown in Figure 4, for
detecting poor-responsive operations. First, the system takes
a user input I from either a testing tool (e.g., Monkey [21],
MonkeyRunner [22]) or human input. Then an event monitor
module records the input event without interfering with the
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execution of the app. After the input event is processed, the
display may or may not update within a preset time window.
A display monitor module captures all of the display updates.
All of the related information is logged and analyzed
ofﬂine. A log analyzer module analyzes the logs by calculating
feedback delays for each input event. It then generates a report
about poor-responsive operations. With the report, developers
can easily detect the UI designs that should be improved.
C. Framework Design
We design a framework called Pretect (Poor-responsive
UI Detection) for Android apps that realizes the proposed
execution ﬂow in Figure 4. The main modules are as follows.
1) Event Monitor: The event monitor module monitors the
input events entered on the touchscreen. Whenever an input
event (e.g., touching a button) is performed, the event monitor
module records the event information in the log including the
type of event, the related UI component, and the time when
the input occurs.
2) Display Monitor: The display monitor module monitors
the screen updates. Whenever the screen refreshes, this module
logs the UI update information including the source of the
screen update (i.e., the process that requests the UI update)
and the update time.
3) Log Analyzer: The log analyzer module ofﬂine analyzes
the logs of input events and screen updates. The purpose of
this module is to identify the UI designs that could be improved. It reports poor-responsive operations. The supporting
information it provides in the report includes the input event
information, the feedback delay, and the related logs.
V. I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS
We have implemented a poor-responsive UI detection tool
based on the proposed Pretect framework. The implementation of the main modules in Section IV-C is described in
detail in this section. Details could also be found from the
released source codes [12].
It is worth noting that we rely on a dynamic instrumentation
mechanism to keep Pretect compatible with most Android
versions and devices. The mechanism requires no changes to

the target app per se. It also does not require us to recompile
the underlying OS and the Android framework. Moreover, the
tool requires little human effort to install and apply.
We intercept Android framework methods in both Java and
C. This approach is more light-weight and easier to implement
than tracking the functions at the OS level, which typically
requires heavy-weighted and sophisticated tools for kernel
instrumentation. More importantly, we can rely on an Androidspeciﬁc feature to conveniently track the relevant methods.
For Java method tracking, we note that, unlike general Linux
processes, all Android app processes are created by duplicating
a system process called Zygote. The framework binaries
are loaded in Zygote before this duplication. Therefore, we
can instrument the Zygote process and “hijack” the Javabased framework methods we are interested in before the app
runs. When the app is running, the method invocations are
inherently hijacked by Pretect via the forking of Zygote.
Hence, we can easily track the methods. We implement this
idea by adopting a tool called Xposed [23], which is usually
used to improve the appearance of user interfaces [24]. It can
substitute the original Zygote process with an instrumented
one. We rely on its mechanism, and program our own codes
to hijack the Java methods we are interested in.
For our C method interception, we note that the Android
OS is based on the Linux kernel. A well-known Linux system
tool named ptrace, which is commonly used in debugging
tools (e.g., gdb), is also available on Android. Ptrace makes
it possible to inspect the child process of the parent process.
Ptrace enables the parent process to read and replace the
value of the register of the child process. We can utilize
ptrace to attach code to a target process (with a known
process ID pid). Then, we are able to take over the execution
of the target process. By analyzing the elf-format library ﬁles
of the target process, we can locate the memory addresses
of the methods with the relevant names and invoke them
accordingly. Therefore, it is feasible to invoke the dlopen,
dlsym library-related system calls of the target process. We
implement the idea by adopting a tool called LibInject [25].
A. Event Monitor
We implement the event monitor by instrumenting the
related Android framework Java methods to obtain the input event information. In particular, we intercept several event dispatch methods of the View class; all touchable widgets such as Buttons, ImageView and ListView
are subclasses of the View class. We carefully select
a set of methods to cover all types of possible input events. The methods include dispatchKeyEvent,
dispatchTouchEvent and some rarely used methods such
as dispatchKeyShortcutEvent, dispatchKeyEventPreIme and dispatchTrackballEvent.
A sample log of an event is shown in line 1 of Figure 5.
From this line we can see that the input event is a touch
event, as indicated by the Motion-Up action. The touch
event is conducted on a ChildProportionLayout with
the ID cutout tab artistic. Besides the text ID, the unique

1. … 2365 …: com.cyberlink.youperfect[Event]com.cyberlink.youperfect.widgetpool.common.
ChildProportionLayout{425193c8V.E...C....P....270,0-540,67#7f0a051dapp:id/cutout_tab_art
istic}_null-Motion-UP : 125696
2. … 138 …: BIPC:****android.gui.SurfaceTexture****, sender_pid:2365, UptimeMilli: 127932

Fig. 5: Sample logs of Pretect

hexadecimal ID is also recorded. With the ID information,
we can locate the component easily via the Hierarchy Viewer
[26] tool published along with Android SDK. The event
is performed 125696 ms after the system is booted. The
highlighted information is important for the subsequent steps
of the analysis.
B. Display Monitor
There are numerous functions that can update Android app
displays (e.g., TextView.setText, ImageView.setImageBitmap). Therefore, it is hard to list and instrument
all of them. Moreover, updating UI display is a cross-layer
procedure. Multiple layers created by the app, Android framework, kernel, and driver are involved in the procedure. Many
components such as SurfaceFlinger, OpenGL ES, and
FrameBuffer are included. The complicated nature of
the UI display update mechanism makes it hard to trace.
Luckily, we ﬁnd that all of the UI updates are done via
the surfaceflinger process provided by the Android
OS. All of the UI update requests from the app are sent
to the surfaceflinger process via binder, which is
the standard inter-process communication (IPC) mechanism
in Android.
Therefore, we can obtain the UI update information by intercepting the communication related functions of binder. More speciﬁcally, we intercept the
surfaceflinger process on ioctl method of the shared
library libbinder.so, which the binder mechanism is
embedded in. The ioctl method is responsible for reading
and writing the inter-process communication contents. We
successfully intercept the invocations of ioctl to get detailed
information about the UI update requests.
There are hundreds of binder communication messages
per second; the UI updating messages are the one type of
request that SurfaceTexture sends from the app under test
(pid 2365 in this example). We show a UI update message
in line 2 of Figure 5. The corresponding UI request time is
127932 ms after the system is booted.
C. Log Analyzer
The log analyzer extracts information from the logs collected during the ofﬂine tests. We implement it in Python.
The most important task of the log analyzer is to correlate
the input events with their associated UI updates. The log
analyzer ﬁrst scans the logs to retrieve the input events.
For each input event I, we check the following binder
requests set (R), until it reaches the next input event. With
the information about the process ID (pid) of the sender
process (e.g., we record the sender’s pid, as shown in the
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TABLE III: List of applications
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Fig. 6: Feedback delay of applications detected by Pretect
second line in Figure 5); the analyzer is able to distinguish
the source of the binder request. We then search for the ﬁrst
binder request from set R such that 1) the sender’s pid is
the same as that of the app process (which we can determine
from logs, for example, line 1 shown in Figure 5); and 2) the
requested component is SurfaceTexture, which means it
is a UI update request. We regard this UI update request as
feedback of the input event I. Then it is not hard to calculate
the feedback delay which is the time span between the input
event and the feedback.
Worse than long feedback delay, some operations may have
no feedback at all. For these operations, there are no following
UI update logs. We ﬁlter such events by calculating the interval
between the input event of interest and the following event.
If the interval is too large, we regard the event as having no
feedback. The log analyzer reports poor-responsive operations
as these input events without feedback (i.e., no following UI
update request by the app) or without timely feedback (i.e.,
feedback delay ≥ T ).
From lines 1-2 in Figure 5, we can infer that: 1) the two lines
are an input event and its ﬁrst UI update; and 2) the feedback
delay of the input event is 127932 − 125696 = 2236 ms.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we ﬁrst conduct several experiments on
synthetic apps and open source apps to show the effectiveness
of our tool. Then we illustrate how our tool improves the UI
designs by presenting several case studies.
A. Tool effectiveness validation
We examine the accuracy of Pretect by evaluating ten
apps, including ﬁve synthetic benchmarks and ﬁve open source
apps. These apps are selected to represent those with common
heavy-weighted UI operations that may incur long UI latency.
The apps and the selected operations are listed in Table III. The
details of test conﬁgurations can be found on our website [12].
As mentioned in Section II, various types of asynchronous
tasks and UI updates are common sources of poor-responsive
operations. We implement all the ﬁve Android asynchronous
mechanisms for this purpose, including Worker Thread,
AsyncTask, ThreadPoolExecutor, HandlerThread, and Intent
Service. The app loads an image after an asynchronous task

ﬁnishes. We use sleep method to ensure the asynchronous
tasks ﬁnish in about 500 ms. To validate Pretect’s ability to
detect poor-responsive operations, we update the UI for each
type of asynchronous mechanisms with two settings: separately with timely feedback and without timely feedback. More
speciﬁcally, for the setting with timely feedback leading to
responsive operations, we set a loading circle to appear while
the asynchronous tasks are executing. For the setting without
timely feedback, leading to poor-responsive operations, we do
nothing when the asynchronous tasks are executing.
We validate our tool on open source projects. We select ﬁve open source projects from ﬁve different categories
of F-Droid, an app market that hosts only free and opensource Android apps [27]. These open source projects have
representative heavy-weighted UI operations that may incur
long UI latency, as listed in Table III. These operations
may incur UI delays from various sources such as network
requests, database operations, system settings, disk scanning
with querying content provider, and CPU-intensive computing.
The original apps offer good timely UI feedback on these longterm operations. During the experiment, we manually switch
off the UI feedback for comparison.
The results presented in Figure 6 show a notable difference
between poor-responsive operations and responsive operations.
Pretect can easily distinguish responsive operations from
poor-responsive operations.
B. Overview of Experimental Results
We apply the tool to 115 popular Android apps covering 23
categories (including BooksReferences, Photography, Sports,
etc.). We download apps on AndroidDrawer [28] from all of
the categories except the library demo category. We randomly
select ﬁve popular apps from each category. To test the
compatibility of the tool, we conduct the experiments on two
devices, Huawei G610-T11 with Android 4.2.2 and Lenovo
K50-T5 with Android 5.1.
The overall statistics for the case where the threshold is
500 ms are shown in Table IV. We ﬁnd that poor-responsive
operations are common defects in UI designs. Of the 115
apps examined, 94 contain potential UI design defects. The
maximum number of defects in an app is 23 and the minimum
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TABLE IV: Feedback delay statistics
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TABLE V: Top 10 components containing poor-responsive
operations
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self._click_artistic_tab()
self._click_fun_tab()
self._save_image()
saved_element=self.driver.find_view_by_text(
"Yourphotowassaved")
self.assertIsNotNone(saved_element)
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Fig. 7: Distribution of number of issues
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Test script
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0

Operation: com.cyberlink.youperfect.widgetpool.common.ChildProportionLayout cutout_tab_
artistic Click
No screen update delay: 2236 ms
Related logs:
2365
2365 D RefreshMon: com.cyberlink.youperfect[Event]com.cyberlink.youperfect.
widgetpool.common.ChildProportionLayout{425193c8V.E...C....P....270,0-540,67#7f0a051dapp:
id/cutout_tab_artistic}_null-Motion-UP : 125696
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Fig. 8: Distribution of feedback delay
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Fig. 10: Selected report for YouCam Perfect
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Fig. 9: Avg. number of cases per category by threshold

number is 0. On average, there are 2.8 (median 2) defects per
an app. Long feedback delays are common. We ﬁnd totally
327 independent components with feedback delays larger than
500 ms. The maximum delay is larger than 29 seconds. The
distributions of the number of defects per app and UI feedback
delays are shown in Figure 7 and 8. Less than 6 defects are
reported for most apps. Therefore the report will not annoy
developers even some of the defects are not of their interest.
Developers can deﬁne their preferred threshold for poor
UI designs according to the category of their app. Figure 9
demonstrates the correlation of the number of bad components
per category with the threshold cutoff. We also note the
large differences between apps in different categories. For
example, Medical apps contain the most number of bad UI
design components (avg. 11.4 bad components), followed by

Finance apps (avg. 6). Music Audio contains the least number
of bad UI design components (avg. 0.4), followed by News
Magazines (avg. 0.6). Moreover, the threshold for feedback
delay is a key factor for poor-responsive operations detection.
According to the user study, 500 ms is a reasonable choice.
Nevertheless, developers could choose their own threshold
based on their own criteria. We have chosen 500 ms, 800 ms,
1200 ms respectively as the thresholds for our tests.
We also investigate the top-ranked components that commonly suffer from poor responsiveness. They are shown in
Table V. When designing these UI components, developers
must take special care to ensure their responsiveness.
Next, we select three representative cases to show how
Pretect detects real-world poor-responsive operations.
C. Case Study 1: YouCam
YouCam Perfect - Selﬁe Cam (http://www.perfectcorp.com/
#ycp) is a popular selﬁe application. YouCam Perfect helps
users to create the perfect image each and every time. The
Android app has had more than 60 million downloads.
We apply Pretect to test Youcam Perfect, version 4.10.1.
A representative testing scenario is shown in the “Test script”
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deftest_donate_func(self):
self._start_main()
self._click_donate_tab()
self._click_donate_button(1)
self._click_donate_button(5)
self._click_donate_button(10)
self._click_donate_button(20)
self._click_donate_button(50)
self._click_donate_button(100)
donate_view_element=self.driver.find_view_by_text(
"Thankyou",is_regular_expr=True)
self.assertIsNotNone(donate_view_element)

Test script
(a) Ver. 4.10.1

(b) Ver. 5.4.1

Operation: Button btnDonate01 Click
No screen update delay: 2073 ms
Related logs:
2519 2519 D RefreshMon: com.dodsoneng.biblequotes[Event]android.widget.Button{41a3da
0VF.D..C.........0,300-225,372#7f09005aapp:id/btnDonate01}_"Donate $1"-Motion-UP : 78535

Fig. 11: Screenshots of Youcam Perfect

section of Figure 10. A portion of the report generated
by Pretect is shown in the lower section of Figure 10.
We test on the cutout functionality of Youcam Perfect; this
process cuts out a piece of an image and attaches it to a
pre-deﬁned template. As can be seen from the report, the
ChildProportionLayout with ID “cutout tab artistic”
is problematic. We detect a delay of 2236 ms without UI
updates after the button is clicked. This decreases the quality of the software and hurts the user experience. This issue is the only reported issue, which we can immediately
identify the defect. Via simply searching the component ID
“cutout tab artistic” with Hierarchy Viewer [26], we successfully locate the problematic component, circled in Figure 11a.
The component is the “Artistic” tab line 10 of the test scenario.
By repeating the test scenario manually, we observe the latency
that occurs without a feedback.
We have reported our ﬁndings to Perfect Corp. The leader of
the YouCam Perfect development team has provided us with
positive feedback on our results: “With your hint, we ﬁnd that
we have used a widget which tends to be slower. We will ﬁx as
soon as possible.” In a later version of Youcam Perfect 5.4.1,
the UI design has been modiﬁed, as shown in Figure 11b.
A test run with Pretect shows that this modiﬁcation has
reduced the feedback delay to below 100 ms.
D. Case Study 2: Bible Quotes
Bible Quotes (http://www.salemwebnetwork.com/) is a popular Bible app that provides verses from the Bible. Users can
lookup verses in the Bible, save favorites, share quotes, etc.
The app has more than a million downloads on Google Play.
We apply Pretect to test Bible Quotes, version 4.9. A
representative testing scenario is shown in the “Test script”
section of Figure 12. A portion of the report generated by
Pretect is shown in the middle section of Figure 12. We
test the functionality of the donation process of Bible Quotes.
As from the report, the Button with ID “btnDonate01” is
problematic. Note that this is the ﬁrst issue in our generated
report (other issues are about other donate buttons which
are similar to this one). Via searching the component ID in
Hierarchy Viewer, we immediately locate the button of the app.
We ﬁnd that there are no UI update-related logs generated
between the time the “btnDonate01” button is clicked and

2519 2519 D RefreshMon: com.dodsoneng.biblequotes[Event]android.widget.Button{41b63330
VF.D..C.......315,300-540,372#7f09005bapp:id/btnDonate02}_"Donate $5"-Motion-DOWN : 80608

Report

Screen Shot
Fig. 12: Selected report for Bible Quotes

the time the “btnDonate02” button is clicked (corresponding
to the test scenario steps 3-4). This means that the UI does
not update for more than 2 seconds after the “btnDonate01”
button is clicked. This clearly decreases the quality of the app.
We further investigate the app to ﬁnd the relevant information
about the UI component. The logs reveal that the text on the
button is “Donate $1”; the component is circled in the lower
section of Figure 12. The component we are interested in is
the “Donate $1” button on line 3 of the test scenario.
By repeating the test scenario manually, we observe that the
operations provide no feedback. Similar issues can be found in
all of the donation buttons. The implementation of donation
functionality may have been omitted in this app. Therefore,
these operations produce no feedback.
E. Case Study 3: Illustrate
Illustrate - The Video Dictionary (http://www.mocept.com/
illustrate/) is an effective app for teaching new words and
their meanings. It provides videos with context and reallife examples allowing the learner to grasp deﬁnitions and
usage with ease. ICAL TEFL, a leading provider of English
language courses, says that it is fun and will help students.
The University of Michigan Campus Life News recommend
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deftest_clear_all_func(self):
self._start_main()
self._click_first_word()
foriinrange(4):
self._explore_more_word()
self._click_back()
self._click_menu()
self._click_recents()
self._click_clear_all()
count_recent=self._count_recent()
self.assertEquals(count_recent,0)

Test script

Operation: TextView clearall Click
No screen update delay: 2351 ms
Related logs:
2319 2319 D RefreshMon: com.mocept.illustrate[Event]android.widget.TextView{41c9c9f0V.ED..
C....P....0,17-100,54#7f09011fapp:id/clearall}_"Clear All"-Motion-UP : 181382
138
138 D RefreshMon: BIPC:****android.gui.SurfaceTexture**********, sender_pid:2319,
UptimeMilli: 183733

Report

Screen Shot
Fig. 13: Selected report for Illustrate
it as the best app in “7 Helpful Study Apps for GRE, LSAT,
and GMAT Preparation”.
We apply Pretect to test Illustrate, version 1.2.7. A
piece of the testing scenario is depicted in the upper section
of Figure 13. Part of the report generated by Pretect is
shown in the middle section of Figure 13. We test the history
clearing functionality of Illustrate. As can be seen from the
report, the TextView with ID “clearall” is problematic.
Note that this is the only issue in our generated report. Via
searching the ID in Hierarchy Viewer, we immediately locate
the component. We detect a delay of 2351 ms without UI
updates after the TextView is clicked. This decreases the
quality of the software and tests users’ patience. We further
investigate the app to ﬁnd the relevant information about the
UI component. An examination of the logs reveals that the text
of the TextView is “Clear All”, which is circled in the lower
section of Figure 13. The component of interest is the “Clear
All” button in line 7 of the test scenario. By repeating the test
scenario manually, we observe the latency without feedback.
VII. D ISCUSSIONS
Pretect is a tool for identifying poor responsiveness
designs instead of obtaining precise delay. We have shown that

Pretect can successfully distinguish poor responsiveness in
long-processing situations in Section VI-A.
Our user study results show that more than 500 ms delay can
cause the users become impatient. To conduct the survey, we
choose most active mobile users (between 20 to 27 years old)
and common usage scenarios (e.g., video, audio, map). Users
may tolerate 500 ms delay in other scenarios. Whereas, our
focus is on revealing the relationship between user patience
and UI latency, rather than obtaining the exact threshold of
user impatience. We have shown in Section VI-B that the
threshold is just a parameter of Pretectwhich can be easily
set to suit the requirement of developers.
We write Appium [29] scripts to exercise apps in Section VI-C, VI-D and VI-E (complete scripts available on our
website [12]). Apps are generally tested with scripts on various
devices simultaneously to detect bugs in practice. Commonly
functional exceptions are recorded while the performance of
apps is not. It is hard to manually monitor the performance
of apps on all devices. Pretect aims at automating UIresponsiveness test. With our tool, test scripts for functional
tests can be utilized for performance tests.
Current approaches cannot properly detect poor-responsive
operations. Approaches including StrictMode [8] and Asynchronizer [9] can detect operations that block the UI, but fail
to detect asynchronous tasks that do not provide feedback.
Other approaches (e.g., Appinsight[30], Panappticon[11]) deﬁne a delay as the time interval between the initiation of an
operation and the completion of all of the triggered tasks.
These approaches aim to detect the abnormal execution of
asynchronous tasks rather than feedback delay. In such cases,
using Pretect to detect feedback delay is a better approach
to improving the responsiveness of UI design. Moreover,
these approaches may report some long-term background tasks
(e.g., download) as suspicious, as a result of focusing on the
life cycle of the tasks. However, this kind of tasks do not
update the display when ﬁnished. They are less relevant to
the responsiveness. In comparison, Pretect pays attention
to whether the app notiﬁes the users that the operations that
will trigger the background tasks have been accepted.
The screen refreshes even when the app UI does not update,
as the action bar on the top of the screen also refreshes. However, the action bar is not our focus. Therefore, intercepting
low level system functions related to full screen display refresh
such as eglSwapBuffers in /system/lib/libsurfaceﬂinger.so
is not a good choice. We further inspect the related screen
update procedure and ﬁnd binder used in the process. We
then intercept binder and measure the screen update time
of the app more precisely with the logged pid.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
A. Performance and GUI Design of Mobile Apps
Performance is a critical concern for mobile apps [2], [31].
Liu et al. [32] show that many performance issues are
caused by blocking operations in the main thread. StrictMode [8] analyzes the main thread to ﬁnd such blocking operations. Asynchronizer [9] provides an easy way to
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refactor speciﬁc blocking synchronous operations into standard AsyncTask implementations. AsyncDroid [33] further
refactors AsyncTask to IntentService to eliminate the
memory leakage problems. CLAPP [34] ﬁnds potential performance optimizations by analyzing loops. However, such
static analysis-based tools cannot capture runtime execution
dependency. Banerjee et al. [35], [36] design static analysisdriven testing for performance issues caused by anomalous
cache behaviors. Tango [37], Outatime [38] and Cedos [39]
optimize WiFi ofﬂoading mechanisms to keep a low-latency
for app. SmartIO [40] reduces the app delay by reordering
IO operations. Ofﬂoading tasks to remote servers can also
reduce the delay [3], [4]. Resource leakage is a common source
of performance issues and has been widely investigated [41].
These approaches solve speciﬁc performance issues.
User interface (UI) design is one of the key considerations
in mobile app development [42]. Methods for diagnosing UI
performance have captured much research attention recently.
Method tracing [10] is an ofﬁcial tool that is often used to
diagnose known performance issues due to its high overhead.
QoE Doctor [43] bases its diagnosis on Android Activity
Testing API [44], but can only handle pre-deﬁned operations.
Appinsight [30] is a tracing-based diagnosis tool for Windows
phone apps. It traces all of the asynchronous executions from
a UI event to its corresponding UI update, and identiﬁes the
critical paths that inﬂuence the performance. Panappticon [11]
adopts a similar approach on Android. These studies focus
on ﬁnding the anomalous task delays; in contrast, Pretect
focus on identifying the delays that affect user experience.
Performance diagnosis often requires researches to execute the target app automatically. Script-based testing is
widely used (e.g., UIAutomator [45], Monkey runner [22],
and Robotium [46]). The record-and-replay approaches (e.g.,
MobiPlay [47], Reran [48] and SPAG-C [49]) record an
event sequence during the manual exercising of the app, and
generate replayable scripts. Complementary to these semiautomatic approaches, fuzz testing approaches (e.g., Monkey [21], Dynodroid [50] and VanarSena [51]) generate random input sequences to exercise Android apps. Symbolic
execution-based testing (e.g., Jensen et al. [52], EvoDroid [53],
A3 E [54], and SIG-Droid [55]) aims at exploring the app
functions in a systematical way. Model-based testing (e.g.,
Android Ripper [56], SwiftHand [57], and PBGT [58]) aims
at generating a ﬁnite state machine model and event sequences
to traverse the model. TestPatch [59] utilizes the GUI ripping
methods for regression tests. Test case selection techniques
(e.g., [60], [61]) can also be adopted in exercising the target
apps. App exercising mechanisms can work as plugin modules
of Pretect, enabling the developers to exploit their merits
under different circumstances.
B. Response Time and User-Tolerant UI Design
Tolerance for delays on mobile devices has been studied
for long. Oulasvirta et al. [62] reveal that user attention spans
vary from 4 to 16 seconds on mobile devices once the page
loading has started. Anderson [5] suggests that user tolerance

for touch screen latency below 580 ms. Jota et al. [63] and
their follow-up work [64] showed that 1) the perceivable
initial delay feedback ranges from 10 to 20 ms, and 2) the
detectable threshold of direct and indirect operations ranging
from 11 ms to 96 ms. Ng et al. [65] show that the user
noticeable improvements below 10 ms. These results work as
suggestions for touch screen UI design, while we move one
step forward to detect the violations.
The above-mentioned research focuses on the absolute value
of delays and does not consider how feedback affects user
satisfaction with a delay. Visual and non-visual feedback is
an important design element of delay-tolerable UI. Duis et
al. [66] point out without experimental study that a system
should let a user know immediately that her input has been
received. Johnson [6] suggest showing a progress bar for
long-term operations rather than nothing or only a busy bar.
Roto et al. [67] show that multimodal feedback for delays
of more than 4 seconds is required. Lee et al. [68] note that
the absence of feedback affects user performance (e.g., typing
on ﬂat piezo-electric buttons that have no tactile feedback
signiﬁcantly reduce expert typists performance). Kristoffersen
et al. [69] suggest using audio feedback on mobiles. Ng et
al. [65] recommend providing low-ﬁdelity visual feedback
immediately. Poupyrev et al. [70] ﬁnd that tactile feedback is
most effective when the GUI widgets need to be held down or
dragged on the screen. Ripples [71] provide a special system
on top of the screen that can give feedback about the successes
and errors of the touch interactions. In contrast, we do not
modify the current mobile UI framework. Our work focuses
on detecting UI elements with long delays or with no feedback
that may cause ambiguity. This information can be used by
developers to avoid such problems.
IX. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we discuss the problem of responsive UI
design in Android apps. We motivate the problem of detecting
poor-responsive operations by conducting a user survey. The
survey results show that users’ patience is correlated with
UI responsiveness. We design and implement a tool called
Pretect that can detect poor-responsive operations. The tool
is shown to work correctly on synthetic benchmarks and on
open source apps. We further verify Pretect with realworld case studies. The results demonstrate the effectiveness
of Pretect.
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